
Randy Beaver Four-Ball 
Rolling Hills CC 
August 1-2, 2020 
 
SPECIAL RULES FOR TOURNAMENT 

 Weather Delay- if sirens are sounded, mark your position and seek shelter in your vehicle or cart 
sheds. Do not use the pro shop or clubhouse.      

 Flag Sticks are to be left in the hole during play 

 Bunker rakes have been removed, if you play from a bunker you are permitted to smooth the 
sand with foot or club and place your ball.  

 Scorecards are to be turned in at the pro shop after your round. All scoring will be done on 
computer (the scoreboard will not be used).   

 Club Website  (rollinghillscabot.com) will be used  to post Tee Times/Flights/Skins game, 

Proximity to Hole winners, Flight results. 

 Sunday Tee Times and Flights will be posted as quickly as possible after final groups are in on 
Saturday. 

 Individual Flight Results will be posted as Flights are completed Sunday. 

 Ties will be Played Off after all flight scores are in.  

 Gift Certificates will be available on Monday.   

 Out of Town Winners:  In stock merchandise as well as special order items can be mailed directly 
to you, just coordinate with the pro shop beginning Monday. 

 Box lunches served both days. 11;00-3;00pm. 

 ALL OF THESE MEASURES ARE  IN PLACE TO BETTER PROTECT ALL PLAYERS. Thanks 
for your patience and cooperation.          

 
RULES: 

 USGA rules will govern all play except where amended below. 

 The ball will be PLAYED UP, one GRIP-LENGTH  through the green. (Does not permit 
removal from Penalty Areas or Out of Bounds).  

 The 14 club rule is not in effect.  

 All gravel areas adjacent to cart paths are considered part of the path.  

 Men 49-Younger play the BLUE Tees. Men 50-59  the WHITE. Men 60-69 play from SILVER, 
Men 70+ play the GOLD. 

 Out of bounds: Right of #4,5,7 green ,8,9, behind #5,12 greens, left of #15 green. Power poles 
left of #16 and the road behind #16 green define OB. 

 If you are unsure of a ruling during the round, notify your competitors and play a second ball from 
that point. Notify the Tourney Committee after the round to obtain a ruling.     

 Penalty Areas are marked in YELLOW and RED, ground under repair and drop areas are marked 
in WHITE.  

 Drop Areas: Behind #14 green; if your ball finds the water hazard. Proceed to drop circle. 

 A Skins game will be conducted each day. If there are no skins won Saturday, the money will be 
carried over until Sunday, if no skins are won Sunday, the money will be used to support the 
RHCC Youth Program.  

 Distance measuring devices are permitted without slope function. . 
 
STROKE IMPROVEMENT RULE  
A 5, 6 or 7 stroke improvement will be randomly selected prior to final round scores being posted.  
Each Flight will have its own bump #. If teams leading flights improve the number chosen or greater  
they will be moved (“bumped”) to the next higher flight. Teams can be moved more than one flight if  
their total score is lower than the safe score in the next flight. Teams trailing in a flight will be permitted  
to improve enough strokes to tie flight leaders. Example: The number 6 is chosen as the “bump number”.  
A team leading a flight with a 70  can shoot a 65 or 135 total and remain in their flight. A team shooting  
72 in the flight can post a 63 in the second round for a 135 total and remain in the flight. A team total  
of 135 would be the “safe” score for the entire flight 
 
Dinner provided Saturday by King Kat starting at approx. 6:00. 



 
 


